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Energy Management
Flame Energy Management offers a specialist
team of knowledgeable energy advisors,
providing businesses with the most
cost-effective energy solutions available.
From bespoke energy procurement contracts,
budget certainty with fixed price contracts or
contract flexibility our experts provide
guidance and support for every step of the
procurement process and beyond. We offer a
full energy management service providing
facilities from the ground up. So, whether you

Why choose Flame UK?
Flame UK is one of the UK’s leading independent waste and
recycling ,energy and utility management companies. With
over 35 years of expertise and support management with
some of the UK’s biggest and most recognisable businesses

require a new meter, meter upgrade, contract
procurement, CRC consultation, our team of
Account Managers are on hand to ensure you
receive the most suitable and cost-effective
solution for your business in line with your
individual procurement strategy.
The accessibility of live energy market
tracking ensures procurement is made at
precisely the right time for you. Flame Energy,
Powered to Save.

Account Management
Energy Procurement
Accredited Panel of Energy Suppliers

from high street to shopping centres, schools to universities,
logistics to manufacturing….. Flame UK service them.
We offer a fully mapped and integrated service individually
tailored to our customers needs whilst ensuring full
compliance and environmental impact is met.
Flame UK has a comprehensive service portfolio and a
national network of partners enabling services to be carried
out in compliance with government legislations. Our
dedicated team will help to bespoke your commercial needs
to make it simple and less time consuming for you, leaving

Cost analysis and Cost Containment
100% renewable options available
MOP & DC Agreements
Metering Works
CRC

you time to concentrate on running your business.
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